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7.4 Electrical Characteristics. Terms BR and BRJ2 have very specific meaning as used in this
subsection. The term BR is used to mean the bit rate of the highest signaling rate supported by any one
implementation of this interface, BR/2 is used to mean half the bit rate of the lowest signaling rate
supported by any one implementation of this interface (see 7.3.2}. An interface may support one or more
signaling rates.

NOTE: The characteristics of the driver and receiver can be achieved with standard ECL logic with the addition of an app!‘opi'iar.o
coupling network; however, this implementation is not mandatory.

7.4.] Driver Characteristics. The driver is a differential driver capable of driving the specified 78 9
interface cable. Only the parameters necessary to ensure compatibility with the specified receiver and to
assure personnel safety at the interface connector are specified in the following sections.

7.4.1.1 Differential Output Voltage, Loaded. Drivers shall meet all requirements of this section
under two basic sets of test conditions (that is, each of two resistive values). For drivers located within a
DTE, a combined inductive load of 27 pH i 1% and either a 73 or 83 E2 :t 1% resistive load shall be used. For
a driver located within a MAU, a combined inductive load of 50 pH 1- 1% and either 73 or 83 Q i 1% resis-
tive load shall be used.

The differential output voltage, Vdm, is alternately positive and negative in magnitude with respect to
zero voltage. The value ofVd,,., into either of the two test loads identified above (R = 73 D. or 83 Q :t 1%) at
the interface connector of the driving unit shall satisfy the conditions defined by values V1, V2, and V3
shown in Fig 7-11 for signals in between BR and BR./2 meeting the frequency and duty cycle tolerances
specified for the signal being driven. The procedure for measuring and applying the test condition is as
follows:

(1) Measure the output voltage Vdm for the driver being tested at the waveform point after overshoot,
before droop, under test load conditions of 7.4.1.]. This voltage is V3.

(2) Calculate V1 and V3.
(3) V1 shall be -1 1315 inV, V3 shall be > 450 111V.
(41 The waveform shall remain within shaded area limits.

The differential output voltage magnitude, Vdm, into either of the two test loads identified above, at the
interface connector of the driving unit during the idle state shall be within 40 mV ofO V. The current into
either of the two test loads shall be limited to 4 mA.

When a driver, connected to the appropriate two test loads identified above, enters the idle state, it shall
maintain a minimum differential output voltage of at least 0.7 >< V2 mV for at least 2 bit times after the last
low to high transition. The driver differential output voltage shall then approach within 40 mV of 0 V
within 80 bit times. In addition, the current into the appropriate test load shall be limited in magnitude to
4 mA within 80 bit times. Undershoot, if any, upon reaching 0 V shall be limited to -100 mV. See Fig 7-12.

For drivers on either the CO or Cl circuits, the first transition or the last positive going transition may
occur asynchronously with respect to the timing of the following transitions or the preceding transition(s),
respectively.

7.4.1.2 Requirements After Idle. When the driver becomes nonidle after a period of idle on the inter-
face circuit, the differential output voltage at the interface connector shall meet the requirements of 7.4.1.1
beginning with the first bit transmitted. The first transition may occur asynchronously with respect to the
timing of the following transitions.

7.4.1.3 AC Common-Mode Output Voltage. The magnitude of the ac component of the common-
mode output voltage of the driver, measured between the midpoint of a test load consisting of a pair of
matched 39 Q i 1% resistors and circuit VC, as shown in Fig 7-13, shall not exceed 40 mV peak.

7.4.1.4 Differential Output Voltage, Open Circuit. The differential output voltage into an open cir-
cuit, measured at the interface connector of the driving unit, shall not exceed 13 V peak.

7.4.1.5 DC Common-Mode Output Voltage. The magnitude of the dc component of the common-
mode output voltage of the driver, measured between the midpoint of a test load consisting of a pair of
matched 39 Q i 1% resistors and circuit VC, as shown in Fig 7-13, shall not exceed 5.5 V.
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I: 3 5 HS AT 1-10 MHZ DATA RATES

V2 = D . 89 V1

V3=D.fl2V2

Fl AND L VALUES PER 7.4.1.1

TEST LOAD

NOTE: The time 1 in this ilgure refers to the rise time envelope. Jitter and duty cycle are specified elsewhere

F1'g 7-11
Differential Output Voltage, Loaded

7.4.1.6 Fault Tolerance. Any single driver in the interface. when idle or driving any permissible Sig;
nal, shall tolerate the application of each of the faults specified by the switch settings in Fig 7-14 indefi-
nitely; and after the fault condition is removed, the operation oftlie driver, a.cuoi'di11g to the specifications of
7.4-.1,1 through 7.4.1.5, shall not be impaired.

In addition, the magnitude of the output current from either output of the driver under any of the fault
conditions specified shall not exceed 150 mA.

7.4.2 Receiver Characteristics. The receiver specified terminates the interface cable in its ch.:n--.icter-

ietic imped-once. The receiver shall function normally over the specified dc and ac common-mode ranges.
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AFTEF-1 "F1 AND BEFORE T2

Fig 7-12
Generalized Driver Waveform

?{
R1= H2=39I1j:‘1%

Fig 7-13

Common-Mode Output Voltage
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FHULT SWITCH SEITINGS
CONDITION LEAD A LEAD 3

'|

I 6 VOLTS

Fig 7.14
Driver Fault Conditions

7.4.2.1 Receiver Threshold Levels. When the receiving interface circuit at the interface eormector of

the reeeiving equipment is driven by a differential input signal at either ER 01' B11"? meeting the frequency
and duty cycle tolcrancas specified for the reeeiving circuit, when the A lead is 160 m‘-.7 positive with respect.
to the E lead, the interface circuit is in the HI state, and when thcfllead is 160 mV negative with respect
to the B lead, the interface circuit is in the L0 state. The tmiver nutput shall assume the intended HI and
LG states for the corresponding input I:ond.it'iens.

If the receiver has a squelch feature, the specified receive threshold levels apply -only when the squelch is
allowing the signal to pass through the receiver.

NOTE: The specified t.'b_1'e5I1o],d levels do not take precedence over the duty cycle and jitter tolerance specified 1.:l.-_-mwhure, Both sets of
specifications must he met.

7.4.2.2 AC Differential Input Impedance. The ac difliwontial input impedance for AU} receivers
located in M..r‘iUs shall have a real part of 77.83 D. i 5%, with the sign Elf the imaginary part positive, and
the phase angle of‘ the impedance in degrees less than or equal to 0.0338 times the real part ofthe imped-
ance, when measured with a 10 MHz sine wave.

The ac difierential input impedance for AUI receivers located in the DTE shall have a real. part of
'I"i'.E|5 {I :l: 6%, with the sign of the imaginary part positive, and the phase angle ofthe impedance in degrees
lfis than or equal to CI.C|1B3 times the real part of the impedance, when measured with a 10 MHz sine
wave.

A TE. £1 :I: 6% resistor in parallel with an inductance of greater than 2‘? _I.LH or 50 p.H for receivers in the
MAU and DTE respectively; satisfies this requirement.

7.4.2.3 AC Common-Mode Range. When the receiving interface circuit at the receiving equipment is
driven by a differential input signal at either ER or BRI2 meeting the frequency and duty cycle tolerances
specified For the circuit being driven, the receiver output shall assume the proper output state as specified
in 7.4.2.1, in the presence ofa peak em-nrnon-mode ac sine wave voltage either offrorn 30 Hz. to 40 kHz ref-
erenced to circuit VG in magnitude from 0 to 3 V, -or in magnitude 0 to 100' mV for ac voltages of from
40 l<I-Iz to ER as shown in Fig 7-15.

NOTE; The receiver shall also be able to Ieject small at: eommon—mede signals in fi'equencicFI outside ofthis range.

7.4.2.4 '[‘u-ta] Cflmmon-Mode Raxuge. ‘When the receiving interface circuit at the receiving equipment
is driven by a difi"erentia.l input signal at either ER or ]3F.u“2 meeting the frequency and duty cycle toler-
ances specified for the circuit being driven, the receiver output shall assume the intended output state as
Specified in 7.4.2.1 in the presence ofa total common-made Voltage, dc plus ac, referenced to circuit VT] in
magnitude from [I to 5.5 V, as shown in the test setup of Fig 'i'—15. The ac component shall not exceed the
requirements of 7.4.2.3.
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Fig 7-15
Common-Mode Input Test

The receiver shall be so designed that the magnitude of the current from the common-mode voltage
source used in the test shall not exceed 1 mA.

7.4.2.5 Idle Input Behavior. When the receiver becomes nonidle after a period ofidle on the interface
circuit, the characteristics of the signal at the output of the receiver shall stabilize within the startup delay
allowed for the device incorporating the receiver so that it is not prevented from meeting the jitter specifi-
cations established for that device.

The receiving unit shall take precautions to ensure that a H] to idle transition is not falsely interpreted
as an idle to nonidle transition, even in the presence of signal droop due to ac coupling in the interface
driver or receiver circuits.

7.4.2.6 Fault Tolerance. Any single receiver in the interface shall tolerate the application ofeach of
the faults specified by the switch Settings in Fig 7-16 indefinitely, and alter the fault condition is removed,
the operation of the receiver according to the specifications of 7.4.2.1 through 7.4.2.6 shall not be impaired.

In addition, the magnitude of the current into either input of the receiver under any of the fault COI1di-
tions specified shall not exceed 3 mA.

FAULT SWITCH SETTINGS
CONDITION LEAD A LEAD B

I ‘I 1

1 6 VOLTS

Fig '7-16
Receiver Fault Conditions
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7.4.3 AUI Cable Characteristics. The interface cable consists of individualljr shielded twisted pairs of
wires with an overall shield covering these individual shicldcd wire pairs. These shields must provide suf-
ficient shielding to meet the requirements of protection against rf interference and the following cable
parameters. Individual shields For each signal pair are electrically isolated from the outer shield but not

necessarily from each other. _
The overall shield shall be returned to the l'.I-[AU and DTE Units via theAUI connector shell as defined in

7.6.2 and 16.3. If a common drain wire is used for all the signal pair shields, then it shall be connected to
pin 4. Individual drain wire returns for each signal pair may be used (see 'F.E.3). It is recommended that
individual drain wires be used on all control and data circuit shields to meet satisfactory crosstalk levels. If
individual drain wires are used, they shall be interconnected within theAUI cable at each end and shall be
cc-nnected at least to pin 4 at each end ofthe cable.

The presence of the Control Out signal pair is optional. If driver or receiver circuit components for C0
are not provided, consideration should be given to properly terminating the C0 signal pair within the DTE
and MAU to preclude erroneous operation.

7.4.3.1 Conductor Size. The dc power pair in the interconnecting cable, voltage common and voltage
mimic, shall he composed of a twisted pair of suficient gauge stranded wires to result in a nominal dc
resistance not. to exceed 1.75 Q per conductor.

Conductor size for the signal pairs shall hc determined awarding to the ac related parameters in '3'.-1.3.2-
7.4.3.5.

'3'.-1.8.2 Pair-to-Pair Balanced Crosstalk. The balanced crosstalkfrom one pair ofwires to any other
pair in the same cable sheath (when each pair is driven per ’l'.4.1.1—'."'.4.1.5) shall have a minimum value of
40 dB of attenuation measured over the range of BRI2 to ER.

7.4.3.3 Differential Characteristic Impedance. The differential characteristic impedance for all
signal pairs Shall be equal Witlfin 3 E1 and shall be 78 i 5 fl measured at a frequency of ER.

7.4.3.4 'Transfer Impedance

(1) The common-mode transfer impedance shall not exceed the values shown in Fig T"-1'7 over the indi-
cated frequency range,

(2) The diiferential mode transfer impedance for all pairs shll be at least 20 dB below the common-
mode transfer impedance.

14.3.5 Attenuation. Total cable attenuation levels between driver and receiver (at separate stations]
for each signal pair shall not exceed 3 dB over the Frequency range of BRIE to ER {Hz} for sinewave mea-surements.

7.4.3.6 Timing Jitter. Cable meeting this specificatiori shall exhibit edge jitter cfuo more than 1.5 ns
at the receiving end when the longest legal length orthc cable as specified in ?.4.3.1 through 14.3.? is ter-
minated in El 73 51 it 1% resistor at the receiving end and is driven with pseudcrandcm Manchester encoded

binary data from a data generator which exhibits no more than 0.5 ns of jitter on half bit cells of
exactly U2 BT and whose output meets the specifications oi"i'.4.1.1 through ‘i'.4.1.E. This test shall be con-
ducted in a noise-free environment. The above specified component is not to int.-reduce more than 1 115 of
edge jitter into the system.

NOTE: Special attention will have to he applied lac the cable characteristics and length at EU Mbfa

'i'.4.3."." Delay. 'I'bta.l signal delay between driver and receiver [at separate stations} for each signal pair
ahall not exceed 257 ns.

7.5 Fllnctlonal Description of Interchange Circuits

7-5-1 General. The AUI consists of either three or four dififercntlal signal circuits, power, a_nd_gmund_
Two of the circuits carry encoded data and two carry encoded control information. Circuits DD (Data Out)

and C0 {Control Out) are sourced by the DTE, and circuits [)1 (Data In} and GI (Control In] are sourced by
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Fig 7.17
Common-Mode Transfer Impedance

the MAU. The interface also provides for power transfer from the DTE to the MALI. The CO circuit is
optional.

7.5.2 Definition of Interchange Circuits. The following circuits are defined by this specification:

Signal Direction

Circuit Name to MAU EEAHIIJ Remarks
-1? Data Out X Encoded Data

DI Data In Encoded Data

CO Control Out Encoded Control

G] Control In Encoded Control

VP Voltage Plus 12 Volts

VC Voltage Common X Return for VP

PG Protective Ground X Shield

7.5.2.1 Circuit DO—Data Out. The Data Out (DO) circuit is sourced by the DTE. It is a differential
pair consisting of DO—A (Data Out circuit A) and DO-B (Data Out circuit B).

The signal transferred over this circuit is Manchester encoded. An output message containing a one bit is
encoded as CD]. An ourput_idZe message is encoded as an IDL.

The following symmetry requirements shall be met when the DTE transfers pseudo-random Manchester
encoded binary data over a DO circuit loaded by the test load specified in 7.4.1.1.

Bit cells generated internal to the DTE are required to be 1 BT within the permitted tolerance on data
rate specified in 7.3.2. Half bit cells in each data bit are the be exactly 1/2 BT [that is, the reference point
for edge jitter measurements) within the permitted tolerance on the data rate specified in 7.32. Each tran-
sition on the DO circuit is permitted to exhibit edgejitter not to exceed 0.5 us in each direction. This means
that any transition may occur up to 0.5 ns earlier or later than this transition would have occurred had no
edge jitter occurred on this signal.
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7.5.2.2 Circuit I)I—Dat.o In. The Data In (DI) circuit is sourced by the MAU. It is a diiierential pair
consisting o'fDI-A (Data In circuit A} and DI—B {Data In circuit B}.

The signal transferred over this circuit is Manchester encoded. An input message containing a zero bit is
encoded as CDO. An input message containing 3. one bit is encoded as CD1. An in-.pu.t_.id.ie message is
encoded as an IDL.

A DTE meeting this specification shall be able to receive, on the DI circuit without a detectable FCS
error, normal preamble data arranged in legal length packets as sent by another station to the DTE. The

test generator for the data on the DI circuit shall meet the requirements for drivers in MAUs specified in
7.4.1.1 through 7.4.1.5 and shall drive the DI circuit through a zero length AUI cable. Random amounts of
edge jitter from D to 12 ns on either side of each transition shall he added by the test generator to transi-
tions in bits in the preamble, and random amounts of edge jitter of from 0 to 18 ns on either side of each
transition shall be added to the transitionsin all bits in the frame. Preamble length from the test generator
shall be 4'? bits ofpreamble, followed by the 8 bit SFIJ.

NOTE: A significant portion ofthe systemjitter may be nonrandom in nature and consists ofa steady-state shilt oftho midbit. transi-
tions in eaitllsr direction Frrnn tJ1uir nominal plfi.uam.ant_ A 15.5 no edge jitter is expected an the t.rans'mitted signal at, the receiving
UTE. worst case. The difference between 16.5 nsand 1E! osjitter represents receiver design margin.

7.5.2.3 Circuit C0-Control Out (Optional). The Control Out (CC!) circuit is sourced by the DTE, It
is a differential pair consisting of CUHA (Control Uut circuit All and COHB (Control Clut circuit B).

The Signal transferred over this circuit is encoded as described in 7.3.1.2. A mdu_mq.-Jest message is en-
coded as CS1. A normal message is encoded as IDL, An ilsolote message is encoded as CSO.

7.5.2.4 Circuit CI—Contral In. The Control In (CI) circuit is sourced by the MAU_ It is a differential
pair consisting of CI-A (Control In ci.rcuitA) and CI-B {Control In circu:it B}.

The signal transferred over this circuit is encoded as described in '?.3.1.2. A moujooiiooie message is en-
coded as IDL. A .omu__n.ot__uooiiobie message is encoded as CS1. A signol_qu.olity_error message is encoded
as a C80.

15.2.5 Circuit VP—Voltage Plus. The Voltage Plus (VP) circuit is an optional circuit that may be
sourced from the DTE. lfthis circuit is sourced fi'om the DTE it shall he capable of operating at one fixed
level between + 1.2 V dc — 6% and + 15 V dc + 5% with respect to circuit V0 for all currents from 0 to
530 EA. The source shall provide protection for this circuit against an overload condition. The method of

overload protection is not specified; however, under no conditions of operation, either normal or overload,
shall the source apply a voltage to c:i:rcuitVP ofless than D or greater than + 15.75 Vdc as specified above.
MAU designers are cautioned that protection means employed by power sources may cause the voltage at
signal V? to drop below the minimum operatiocnal voltage specified without going completely to zero volts

when loads drawing in excess of the current supplied are applied betweorl VP and VC.Adequ ate provisions
shall be made to ensure that such a condition does not cause the MAU to disrupt the medium.

lfthe DTE does not support circuitVF; it shall have no connection to this circuit.

7.5.2.3 Circuit ‘W3-Voltage Gammon. Circuit V0 is the ground return to the power source for circuit
VP. Capable of sinking 2.035.. Also, all common-mode terminators for AUI circuits shall be made to circuit
VIC.

7-5.2-'7 Circuit PG~—P1'ot«ective Ground. Circuit PG shall be connected to chassis ground through a
maximum dc resistance of 20 ml]. at the DTE end,

7-533 Circuit Shield Tlermiuatione. Individual pin terminations shall meet the following require-ments:

(1) Pins 1, 4, 8-, 11, 14 connected to logic ground in the DTE

(23 Pl-TIE 1. 4. 3. 11, 14 capacitively eoupledto V-U in MAU

(3) Impedance to ground 4: 5 Q at the lowest operational BRIE in the ll-[AU and at. the highest BE in the
DTE
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In order to ens-sure intermateabflity of connectors obtained from different manufacturers, the connector
with female contacts shall conform to {EC 80'?-2 ['i'I and have gold-plated contacts and tin-plated shells. All
additions to provide for ‘Female shell to male shell oonductivity ahall be on the shell of the connector with
male contacts. There should be multiple contact points around the sides of this shell to provide For ahicld
continuity.

NOTE: [Isle of similar m1=.tallir.nnr£aoEfi on connector nclrlductorsl and EIim:'Il.a.r metallic surfaces on the mnnectur shells mjnjmjmea gal.-
iraloic action and reduced performance.

The connector is not apocificd to prevent operator contact with the shield, and precautions: shall be taken
at installation time to ensure that the installer ia warned that the ahield ia not to be brought into contact
with any hazardous voltage while being handled by operating personnel.

Sec reference [A13|.

7.3.3 Contact Assignments. The following table shows the aaaigmnent ofciruzuitc to connector contacts:

Contact Circuit Use

3 D0-A Data Out ch-cuitA

1o no.3 Data Out. ciituit E

11 I}U|—S Data Out circuit Shield

5 DI-A Data In circuit};

12 DI-B Data in circilit B

DPS Data In ci.rcu.it Sliieliil

CO—A Control Dut circuit A

(30-13 Control Out circuit B

C0-‘S Control Out circuit Shield

C.T.—A Control in circu.itA

Cl.-B Control in circuit B

Ci-S Control in circuit Shield

VG Voltage Common

13 VP Voltage Plus

14 VS Voltage Shield

Shell PG Protection Ground (Conductive Shell)

NOTES: L1) Vultage PIIJH and Voltage Common use a single twisted pair in the AUI cable.
[2335 indicated in 'i".4.2.l, lllt-J1. lead LII F1 circuit is p-uniti1i'E relative totlie T5 lemzl for a.IlT signal and negative for El LU EIignal_
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8. Medium Attachment Unit and Baseband Medium Specifications,

Type IOBASE5

8.1 Scope

8.1.1 Overview. This standard defines the functional, electrical, and mechanical characteristics of the

MAU and one specific medium for use with local networks. The relationship of this specification to the
entire ISO [IEEE] Local Network specification is shown in Fig 8-1. The purpose of the MAU is to provide a
simple, inexpensive, and flexible means of attaching devices to the local network medium.

OSI LAN
REFERENCE MODEL CSMNCD

LAYERS LAYERS

APPLICATION

PRESENTATION

sEssIoN DTE UTE
(AUI not

TRANSPORT 9*‘P°5°dI

NETWORK f '

DATA LINK E Z

HIGHER LAYERS

PHYSICAL

AUI
MAU
MDI
PMA

ATTACHMENT UNIT INTERFACE
MEDIUM ATTACHMENT UNIT
MEDIUM DEPENDENT INTERFACE
PHYSICAL MEDIUM ATTACHMENT

Fig 8-1

Physical Layer Partitioning, Relationship to the ISO Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) Reference Model

3.1.1.1 Medium Attachment Unit. The MAU has the following general characteristics:

(1) Enables coupling the PLS by way of the AUI to the explicit baseband coaxial transmission system
defined in this section of the standard,

Supports message traffic at a data rate of 10 Mb/s (alternative data rates may be considered in
future additions to the standard).

Provides for driving up to 500 m (1640 ft) of coaxial trunk cable without the use of a repeater.
Permits the DTE to test the MAU and the medium itself.

Supports system configurations using the CSMA/CD access mechanism defined with baseband sig-
naling.

(6) Supports a bus topology interconnection means.

8.1.1.2 Repeater Unit. The repeater unit is used to extend the physical system topology, has the same
general characteristics as defined in 8.1.1.1, and provides for coupling together two or more 500 In (1640 ft)
coaxial trunk cable segments. Multiple repeater units are permitted within a single system to provide a
maximum trunk cable connection path of 2.5 km (8200 it) between any two MAUs.
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3.12 Definitions

basehnnd coaxial system. A system whereby information is directly encoded and impressed on the coax-
ial transmission medium. At any point on the medium, only one information signal at a time can be present
without disruption (see collision}.

HR. The rate nfdata throughput (bit 1-atclnn the medium in bits per second.

BRI2. One ha.Lf'-ofthe ER in Hertz.

branch cnbl e. The AUI cable interconnecting the DTE and MAU system components.

carrier sense. In a local area network, on orlgoing activitgr of a data station to detect whether another sta-
tion is transmitting.

NOTE; A collision presence signal is provided by the PLS to the FMA FI'l.]|2|lfl.]'EI to indicate that one or more stations are currently
transmitting on the tr'u.'n.lc_ coaxial cable.

coaxial cable. A two-conductor [center conduct-or, shield system}, concentric, constant impedance trans
mission line used as the trunk medium in the basebsnd system.

coaxial cable interface. The electrical and mechanical interface to the shared coaxial cable medium

either contained within or connected to the MAU. Also known as MDI (Medium Dependent Interface).

coaxial cable segment. A. length of coaxial cable made up from one or more Dflflltlfll cable sections and
coaxial connectors, and terminated at each end in its charac-boristic impedance.

collision. An unwanted condition that results from concurrent transmissions on the physical medium.

collision presence. Asignal provided by the PLS to the l31‘u'L'5:. sublayer [within the data link layer] to indi-
cate that multiple stations are contending for access to the transmission medium.

compatibility interfaces. The MJJI coaxial cable interface and the AU1 branch cable interface. the two
points at which hardware compatibility is defined to allow connection of‘ independently designed and man-
ufactured com ponents to the baseband transmission system.

Medium Attachment Unit (MAU). In a local men network. a device used i.n a data station to couple the
data tBI'1‘n'1na] equipment to the transmission medium.

Medium Dependent lnterfaee {MIDI}. The mechanical and electrical interface between the trunk cable
medium and the MAU.

Physical Medium Attachment (PMAI. The portion of the MAU that contains the functional ci.rcuitr_y.

Physical Signaling IPLS). That portion of the Physical Layer, contained within the DTE that provides
the logical and functional coupling between MAU and Data Link Layers.

repeater.A.devicc ‘used to extend the length, topology. or intorcoruiectivity of the physical medium beyond
that imposed by a single segment, up to the maximum allowable end-to—end trunk transmission line
length. Repeaters perform the basic actions of restoring signal amplitude, waveform, and timing applied to
normal data and collision signals.

trunk cable. The trunk co:-ixzial cable system.

8.1.3 Application Perspective: MAI] and IEEEDIUM Objectives. "This section states the brand objgc.
tives and assumptions underlying the specifications defined throughout this section of the standard.
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3.1.3.1 Object

(1) Provide the physical means for communication between. local network data link entities,

NCITE:Tl1is standatrl comers 1!. portion of the physical layer as declined in the OBI Reference Mods] and, in addition, Lha ph3ra_
icnl medium itself, which is beyond the scope ofthe OSI Reference Model.

1'2} Define a physical interface that can be implemented independently among difierent manufacturers
of hardware and achieve the intended level of compatibility when interconnected in a common local
network.

(3) Provide a communication channel capable of high bandwidth and low bit error rate performance.
The resultant mean bit error rate, at the pliysical layer service interface should be less than one

part in 103 {on the order of one part in to-9 at the link level}-
ldl Provide for ease ofinstsllation and service.

(5) Provide For high network availability {ability of a station to gain access to the medium and en able
the data link connection in a timely fashion).

(6) Enable relatively low-cost implementations.

3.1.3.2 Compatibility Considerations. All implementations of this baseband coaxial system shall be
compatible at the MDI.

This standard provides one explicit trunk cable medium specification for the interconnection of all MAU
devices. The medium itself, the functional capability of the MAU, and the AUT are defined to provide the
highest possible level of compatibility among devices designed by different manufacturers, Designers are
free to implement circuitry within the MALT in an applicatiendependerlt manner provided the MD Intern
face and AUI specifications are satisfied.

Subsystems based on this specification may be implemented. in several different ways provided compati-
bility at the medium is maintained. It is possible, for example, to design an integrated station where the
MAU is contained within a physical UTE system component, thereby eliminating the AUI cable. The device
designer (and system userl shall then consider such factors as topological flexibility, system availability,
and configurability.

3.1.3.3 Relationship to PLS and AU Interface. This section defines the primary physical layer for
the local area network, a layer comprised of both the physical medium and the rudimcntry circuitry nec-
essary to couple a station’s message path directly tuifrom the medium. The complete logical physical layer
of the local area network may reside physically in two distinct locations, the MAU and the DTE. Therefore,
a close relationship exists between this section and Section 7. This section specifies all of the physical
medium parameters, all of the PMA logical functions residing in the physical MAU, and references theAU]
associated with and defined throughout Section 7.

NDTE: Tim design ofa physical MAI? component requires the use nI' both this section and Section '.i" for the PT3 and AUI specifica-lions.

3.1.3.4 Modes of Operation. The MAU is capable of operating in either a “Normal” mode or an
optional “Monitor” mode,

(1) Normal Mode. The MAU functions as a direct connection between the baseband medium and the

DTE. Data output from the DTE is output to the coaxial trunk medium and all data on the coaxial
trunk medium is input to the DTE. This mode is the “normal” mode of operation for the intended
message traffic between stations.

Monitor Mode. The MAU Transmit Function is disabled to tlrevent data from being output on the
trunk coaxial medium while the receive function and collision presence function remain active for
purposes ofmonitoring medium message traffic. This mode also serves as a limited test mode at the
same time it isolates the MAU transmitter from the medium. Under most local (that is, intrasta-
tion] ‘fault conditions the monitor mode enables continued use of the network while the local station

is being serviced.

3-2 MAU Functional Specifications. The MAU component provides the means by which signals on the
four physically separate AUI signal circuits toffi-om the DTE and their associated interlayer messages are
coupled to the single coaxial cable baseband signal line. To achieve this basic objective, the li-[AU compo-
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nent contains the following functional capabilities to handle message flow between the DTE and the base-
band medium:

(1) ‘Itansmit Function. The ability to transmit serial data bit streams on the baaeband medium from
the local DTE entity and to one or more remote DTE ent-it-ies on the same network.

{2} Receive Function. The ability to receive serial data bit streams over the baseband medium.

[3] Coiiision. Presence Function. The ability to detect the presence oftwo or more stations’ concurrent
transmissions.

(4) Monitor Function (Optional). The ability to inhibit the normal transmit data stream to the medium

at the same time the normal receive function and collision presence function remain operational.
(5) Jobber Function. The ability to automatically interrupt the transmit function and inhibit an a|:mor-

mally long output data stream.

3.2.1 MAU Physical Layer Functions

3.2.1.1 Transmit Function Requirements. At the start ofa frame transmission on the coaxial cable,
no more than 2 bits (2 full bit cells} of information may be received from the D0 circuit and not transmitted

onto the coaxial medium. In addition, it is permissible for the first bit sent to contain encoded phase viola-
tions or invalid data; however. all successive hits of the frame shall be reproduced with no more than the
specified amount of jitter. The second bit cell transmitted onto the coaxial cable shall be carried from the

D0 signal line and transmitted onto the coaxial trunk cable medium with the correct timing and signal lev-
els. The steady-state propagation delay between the DO circuit receiver input and the coaxial cable output
shall not exceed one-half bit cell, There shall be no logical signal inversions between the branch cable DO
circuit and the coaxial trunk cable (for example, a ‘high’ logic level input to the MAU shall result in the

less negative current flow value on the trunk coaxial medium). A positive signal on the A signal lead of the
DU circuit shall result in a more positive voltage level on the trunk coaxial medium. It is assumed that the

AU] shall provide adequate protection against noise. It is recommended that the designer provide an
implementation in which a minimum threshold signal is required to establish a transmit bit stream,

The Transmit Function shall output a signal on the trunk coaxial medium whose levels and waveform
comply with 8.3.1.3.

In addition, when the DO circuit has gone idle after a frame is output, the Mi’-‘LU shall then activate the

collision presence function as close to the trunk coaxial cable as possible without introducing an extraneous
signal on the trunk coaxial medium. The MAU shall initiate the collision presence state within 0.6 1.15 to
1.5 its alter the start ofthe output idle signal and shall maintain an active collision presence state for a
time equivalent to 10 4; 5 bit cells.

3.2.1.2 Receive Function Requirements. The signal from the coaxial trunk cable shall be directly
coupled to the receiver and subseu_'i1e.ntly ac coupled before reaching the receive circuit connected to the

D‘I'E. The receive function shall output a signal onto the DI circuit of the AUI cable that complies with the
AUI specification for drivers i.n ll-[AUs.

At the start of a frame reception from the coaxial cable, no more than 5 bits (five full bit cells)ofini'o'r1'na-

tion may be received fl'IJn1 the coaxial cable and not transmitted onto the receive (DI) circuit. In addition, it
53 permissible for the first bit sent over the receive circuit to contain encoded phase violations or invalid
data; however, all successive bits of the frame shall reproduce the incoming signal with no more than the

above specified amount ofjitter. This implies that the second bit call sent onto the DI circuit presents valid
data to the branch cable. The steady-state propagation delay between the coaxial cable and the receive (D1)
I=i1'I=1l1't output shall not exceed onehalfhit cell. 'l‘here are no logical signal inversions between the coaxial
{trunk} cable and the MAU {branch} cable receive circuit. The circuit bandwidth of the receiver funcfion
shall be limited to 5-D Ml-Ir.

A Mi’-LU meeting this specification shall exhibit edge jitter into the [1] pair when terminated in the appro-
priate test load specified in 7.4.3.6, of no more than 8.0 no in either direction when it is installed on the dis-

tant end of all lengths between 2.5 m and 5D|} m of the cable specified in 8.4.1.1 through B.d..2,1.5
terminated at both ends with terminators meeting the impedance requirements of 3.5.2.1 and driven at

one end with pseudo-random Manchester encoded binary data from a data generator that exhibits nornooe
than 1.0 ns of edgejitter in either direction on ha]f—bit cells of exactly U2 BT and whose output meets the
specifications of 3.3.1.3 except that the risetime of the signal must be so ms + o, — 2 115. This test .51-._a]1 be
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conducted in a noise-free environment. The combination of coaxial cable and MAU receiver introduce no

more than 6 ns of edge jitter into the System.

The local transmit and receive functions shall operate simultaneously While connected to the medium
operating in the half duplex operating mode.

3.2.1.3 Collision Presence Function Requirements. The signal presented to the CI circuit in the

absence ofa collision shall be the IDL signal except when the MAU is required to signal the CS1 signal.

The signal presented to the CI circuit during the presence ofa collision shall be the CS0 signals encoded
as specified in 7.3.1.2. This signal shall be presented to the CI circuit no more than 9 bit times after the sig-
nal (for example, dc average) on the coaxial cable at the MAU equals or exceeds that produced by two (or
more) MAU outputs transmitting concurrently under the condition that the MAU detecting collision pres
ence is transmitting. Under no conditions Shall the collision presence function generate an output when
only one MAU is tran smitting, A MAU, while not transmitting, may detect the presence of two other MAUs
transmitting and shall detect the presence of more than two other MAUS transmitting. Table 8-1 summa-
rizes the allowable conditions under which collisions shall be detected.

The collision presence function may, in some implementations, be able to sense an abnormal (for exam~
ple, open) medium. The use of MAUS in repeaters requires added considerations; see 8.3.1.5.

Table 8-1

Generation of Collision Presence Signal

MAU Numbers of Transmitters
<2 :2 )2

Transmitting N Y Y
Not transmitting N May Y

Y = will generate SQE message
N = will not generate SQE message
May = may generate SQE message

8.2.1.4 Monitor Function Requirements (Optional). Upon receipt of the isoiate message the MAU
shall, within 20 ms (implementations: solid-state preferred, relay switched permitted), disable the trans-
mit function in such a way as to prevent both the transmission of signals on the trunk coaxial medium and
any abnormal loading by the disabled transmitter on the trunk coaxial medium itself, The monitor func-

tion is intended to prevent a malfunctioning active component (for example, transmit driver) from bringing
down the network. The isolate message shall not interact with the receive or collision presence functions,
thus permitting the normal operational mode wherein all data appearing on the trunk coaxial medium are
carried to the DTE on the DI signal circuit.

NOTE: Verification for successful execution of the isolate message requires use of the trunk coaxial medium itself. This level of guar-
anteed performance requires use of system layers above the physical layer and implies some interruption of normal trunk coaxial
medium message traffic.

8.2.1.5 Jabber Function Requirements. The MAU shall contain a self-interrupt capability to
inhibit transmit data from reaching the medium. Hardware within the MAU (with no external message
other than the detection of output data, bits, or leakage, by way of the transmit function) shall provide a
nominal window of at least 20 ms to at most 150 ms during which time a normal data link frame may be
transmitted. If the frame length exceeds this duration, the jabber function shall inhibit further output data
from reaching the medium.

When the transmit function has been positively disabled, the MAU shall then activate the collision pres-
ence function as close to the trunk coaxial medium as possible without introducing an extraneous signal on
the trunk coaxial medium. A MAU without the monitor function and powered by the DTE may reset the
jabber and collision presence functions on power reset once the error condition has been cleared. Alterna-
tively, a self-powered MAU may reset these functions after a period of 0.5 s i 50% if the monitor function
has not been implemented. If the monitor function has been implemented then it shall be used to reset the
collision presence and jabber functions.
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8.2.2 MAU Interface Messages

3.2.2.1 II-'I‘II':l Physical Layer to MAU Physical Layer Messages. The fo].lowi.ng messages can he
sent by the DTE physical layer entities to the MALT physical layer entities:

Message Circuit Signal Meanirlg

output DU CD1, CD0 Output information

aui;nut_id.ie DD IDL No data to be output

nornml CO IDL Assume the no-nintrusive state on the trunk coaxial
medium

(Optional Circuit)

C0 CSO-[BR} Positively disable the trunk coaxial medium
transmitter

3.2.2.2 MAU Physical Layer to DTE Physical Layer. The following messages can be sent by the
MAU physical layer entities to the DTE physical layer entities:

-—:-—s:u

Message Circuit Meaning

input DI CD1, CD0 Input information

£npst_id.le DI IDL No information to be input

mo.u'._o uaiistate IDL MAU is available for output

signc:i_qua£i:3.-_error C1 C30 Error detected by MAU

3.22.2.1 input Message. The 1'vI.AU physical layer Ends an input message to the DTE physical
layer when the MAU has a bit of-data to send to the DTE. The physical realization of the input message is
s CDI} or CD1 sent by the Mt‘-LU to the DTE on the data in circuit. The MAU sends CDO ifthe input hit is a
zero or CD1 if the input bit is a one. No rctiming ufthe CD] or CD0 signals takes place within the MAU.

3.23.2.2 inputjdle Message. The MAU physical layer sends an i.i1._out_s'dfe message to the DTE
physical layer when the MAU does not have data to send to the DTE. The physical realization of the
£n.put_id£e message is the IDL signal sent by the MAU to the DTE on the data in circuit.

8.2.23.3 ma'.u_nuo.i.tabIe Message. The Mall physical layer sends the mn,ut_aua;3l.c;b.!e message to
the DTE physical layer when the MAU is available for output. The :rrm.s_svailable message is always sent
by a MAU that is always prepared to output data unless the s:]gnal_q1:.slity_ermr message shall he sent
instead. Such a I\«'.[AU does not require mou_r-equest to prepare itself for data output. The physical realiza-
tion of the mo:s_o.ooi£o£1ie message is an IDL signal sent by the IHLAU to the DTE on -the control in circuit.

3.2.2.2.-I sI'gna1_qIiIah'¢y_en*or Message. The sig71.a.E__qua1ity_en*or message shall be implemented
in the following fashion:

{1} The :?r£gnfll_qu.ali£y_srmr message shall not he sent by the 1'1-{AU if no MAU or only one MAU is
transmitting on the trunk coaxial medium in the normal mode.

(2) Iftwu or more remote MAUs are ‘transmitting on the trunlt coaxial medium, but the MALT connected
to the local nocle is not transmitting, then the local li-[AU shall send the atgnol_quq.Iity_error mes-
sage in every instance when it is possible for it to ascertain that more than one MAU is trammitting
on the trunk coaxial medium. The MAU shall make the best determination possible. It is acceptable
for the MAU to-fail to send the s:'grw.l_quali!3r_errar message when it is unable to conclusively deter-
mine that more than one MAU is transmitting.
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{3} Whezn the local MAU is transmitting on the trunk coaicial medium, all occurrences of one or more

additional MAUs transmitting shalll cause the s£gno.i_qua£i!y_ermr message to he sent by the local
MAU to its DTE.

{Ill When. the l‘.1A'[_? has completed each output fi'a.me it shall peI'l'o1"m an SQE test sequence, as defined

in Figs 8-2 and B-3. _
{5} When the MAU has inhibited the tiunsmit function it shall Bend the signo.£'_q:taJii;y_crrcr message

in accordance with the jabber function requirements of 3.2.1

The sign.o.i_.:,-neiiiy_en'or message shall be asserted less than El hit cells after the occurrence of the multi-
ple-transmission condition is present at the MDI and shall no longer be asserted within 20 hit cells after
the indication of multiple transmissions ceases to be present at the MIDI. It is to be noted that an extended
delay in the removal of the sr'gnai_quu.liiy_crror message may affect adversely the access method
performance.

The physical realization of the sig.-mI_quoli£y_error message is the CS0 signal sent by the MALT to the
UTE on the control in circuit.

Note that the MAU is required to assert the sig.-mi_quu£.ity_rarror message at the appropriate times
whenever the MAU is powered and not just when the DTE is providing output data.

3.2.3 MAU State Diagrams. The state diagrams Figs 3-2. 8-3, and 8-4 depict the full set of allowed
ll+'l.AU state Functions relative to the control circuits of the DTE—MAU interface for MAUs without condition-

ing requirements. Messages used in these state diagrams are explained below:

{1} positi:;e_diso.bie. Activates the positive means provided in the MAU transmitter to prevent interfac-
ence with the trunk coaxial medium.

(2) en«a.bie_::ir:'i.=-er: Activates the path employed during nonnal uperatien to cause the MAU transmitter
to impress data onto the trunk coaxial medium.

(3) diso:b.Ee_driveI: Deactivat-es. the path employed during normal operation to cause the MAU transmit-
ter to impress data onto the trunk coaxial medium.

(4) n.o_ooiiision. Signifies that the condition of multiple transmitters sininltanenusly active on the
trunk coaxial medium does not exist.

l5l collision. Signifies that the condition of multiple transmitters simultaneously active -on the trunk
coaxial medium does exist.

iii) n.ot_positit.'c_-disable. Deactivat-es the positive means provided in the MAU transmitter to prevent
interference with the trunk coaxial medium.

8.1-} MAU-Mdium Electrical Characteristics

6.3.1 MAU-toafloaxial Cable Interface. The following sections describe the interface between the
MAU and the coaxial cable. Negative current is defined as current into the MAU {out ofthe center conduc-
tor ofthe cable).

5.3.1.1 Input Impedance. The shunt capacitance presented to the coaxial cable by the MAU circuitry
[not incluriing the means of attachment to the coaxial cable} is recommended to be no greater than 2 1313',
The resistance to the coaxial cable shall be greater than 100 hi}.

The total capacitive load due to MAD circuitry and the mechanical connector as specified
in 3.5.3.2 shall be no greater than -1 pi‘.

These conditions shall be met in the power-off and power-on, not transmitting states (over the frequen-
cies BRIE to ER).

The magnitude of the reflection from a l‘Ir'.lAU shall not be more than that produced by a 4 pl?‘ capaI;:itE|_]'|ce
when measured by both a 25 ns rise time and 25 ns Fall time waveform. This shall be met in both the power
on and power oil", not transmitting states.

3-3-1-3 Bills UI.Il'l'ent. The MAU shall draw (from the cable) between + 2 Luiand — 25 ndin the power-
ofli and the power-sin, not transmitting states.
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TW -worr1!me.sea 3.2.1.!

Fig 3-2
Interface F1.u1cI:ion: Simple MAU Without Isolate Capability

B.3.1.3 Coaxial Cable Signaling Le‘Irels. The signal on the coaxial cable due to a single MAU as
measured at the MALT transmitter output is composed of an ac component and an oifset component.
Expressed in terms of current immediately adjacent to the MAU connection (just prior to splitting the cur-
rent flow in each direction] the signal has an oflset component [direct current including the effects of tim-
ing distortion) of from -37 nu’: minimum to -45 me maximum and an ac component from +28 out up to the
offset value.

The current drive limit shall be met even in the presence of one other MAU transmitter. A 1!-[AU shall be
capable of maintaining at least 2.2 V of average dc: level on the coaxial cable in the presence oftwo or more
other MAUs transmitting concurrently. The 1'1-[AU shall, in addition, sink no more than $256 an when the
voltage on the center conductor ofthe cable drops to -10 V when the MAU is transmitting.

The MAU shall sink no more than -25 [LA when the voltage on the center conductor of the cable drops to
—T Vwhen the MAU is transmitting,

T.'r1e actual current measured at a given point on the cable is a Function of the transmitted cun*ent and
the cable loss to the point of measurement. Negative current is defined as current out of the center conduc-
tor of the cable (into the MAUI. The 1|}-90% riseffall times shall he 25 i 5 us at 10 ll-Ibis. The rise and fall

times shall match within 2 ns. Figures 8-5 and 8-6 shows typical waveforms present on the cable, Har-
monic content generated from the BR Fundamental periodic input shall meet the following requirements:

2nd and 3rd Harn1-mics: at least 2|) :13 below fundamental
4th and 5th Harmonics: at least 30 dB below fundamental

6th and 'i't.h Harmonics: at least 40 dB below fundamental

All Higher Harmonitsr. at least SCI dB below fundamental

N-UTE: Elven harmonica are typically much lrmrer,
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Fig 3-5
Recommended Driver Current Signal Levels

D x— 1 l W l

\ x U ” Wl

U U U U -
NOTES: {I} Uoflages given are nominal. for a slngletransmltlar

{2} Fuse and fall time is 25 na nominal al 10 Mbfs role
{3} voltages are measured on Ienrrinaiell coaxial cable acliaeent to rransrnitling MAU
{-1.} Manchester coding

Fig 8-6
Typical Coaxial Trunk Cable Signal Waveform

Collision detection threshold vlzlltagoa tighter than those romrnrriende-d above may be used to improve
collision detection ]:u;-.rl'nrn1anee in the pre:-in.-nee of noise on the max, poor ayatem component tolerances, and
coaxial tranamit levela outaide of the recommended range.

A MAU that implements the recommended receive threshold shall he oc-naidered to have implemented
receive mode collision detect. Receive mode collision detect indicates that a nontranamitting MAU has the

capability to detect collisions when two or more MAUS are transmitting simultancouslg. Repeater units
require both MAIE5 directly oonnected to it to implement reecive rnnde oolliaion detection.

5.3.2 MAU Electrical Characteristics

3.3.2-1 Electrical Iaolfltion. The MAU must ]Jrovido isolation between the AUI cable and the coaxial
trunk cable. The iaolation impedance measured between each eon-dnctor (including ahield] of the ALII cable
and either the camel" conductor or ahield of the coaxial cable aliall be greater than 250 1:11 at 60 Hz and not
greater than 15 El between 3 MHz and 30 MHz. The hreakdllwn uftlio isolation means provided shall be at
least 250 V ac, rina. See references [A7], [A3], and [A9].

“Tlepeabered networks may n-!qLLLl'E all Mhll eumpqnenla inn une the recommended en.-ucial Lleive |];I]'|.1'lE.'{'.t levehg, This matter 13 undereouaiiieralinn.
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3.3.2.2 Power Consuniption. The current drawn bjr the MAU shall not exceed 0.5 A as powered by
the AU] source. The MAU shall be capable ofoperating from all possible voltage sources as supplied by the
DTE through the resistance of all permissible AUI cables. The MAU shall not disrupt the trunk coaxial
medium should the DTE power source fall below the minimum operational level under abnormal MAU
load conditions.

The MAU shall be labeled externally to identify the maximum value of current required by the device at
any specified input voltage.

3.3.2.3 Reliability. The MAU shall be designed to provide an MTBF of at least 1 million hours ofcon-
tinuous operation without causing communication failure among other stations attached to the local net-

work medium. Component failures within the MAU electronics should not prevent communication among
other MAUs on the coaxial cable. Connectors and other passive components comprising the means of con-
necting the MAU to the coaxial cable shall be designed to minimize the probability of total network failure.

It should be noted that a fault condition that causes a MAU to draw in excess of 2 me. may cause commu-
ni-::ation'failurc among other stations.

3.3.3 MAU-DTE Electrical Characteristics. The electrical characteristics for the d_1-is-er and receiver

components connected to the branch cable within the MAU shall be identical to those as specified in Sec-
tion '3' of this standard.

3.3.4 liIIAU-DTE Mechanical Connection. The MAU shall be provided with a 15-pin ‘male connector
as specified in detail in the AU] specification, Section 7.

3.4 Characteristics of the Coaxial Cable. The trunk cable is of constant impedance, coaxial construc-
tion. It is terminated at each end by a terminator {sec 8.5.2}, and provides the transmission path for MAU
device connection. Coaxial cable connectors are used to make the connection from the cable to the termina-

tors, and between cable sections (ifneededl. The cable has various electrical and mechanical requirements
that shall be met to ensure proper operation.

3.4.1 Coaxial Cable Electrical Parameters

3.4.1.1 Characteristic Impedance. The average characteristic cable impedance shall be 50 1 2 £1,
measured according to [EC Publications 96-1 [2] and BE-1A [3]. Periodic variations in impedance along a
single piece ofcable my be up toi 3 Q sinusoidal centered around the average value, with a period of less
than 2 In.

NOTE! If the rcquirelnouts of3.Il..2.l.1(2), B.-4.2.1.2, 3.11-.2.l.3, 3.4.2.1.-d. {2} are met, than it is expected that the dtnaracberiafic hupgfl.
slice periodicity requirement shall be considered met.

3.4.1.2 Attenuation. The attenuation of a 500 In (1640 ft} cable segment shall not exceed 3.5 dB
(17 dJ31'km} measured with a 1:] MHz sine wave, nor 6,0 dB (12 dfiikm) measured with a 5 MHz sine wave,

8.4.1.3 Velocity of Propagation. The minimum required velocity ofpropsgation is 0.'.'r'7 c.

3.4.1.4 Edge Jitter, Untapped Cable. Untapped coaxial cable meeting this specification shall exhibit
edge jitter of no more the 3.0 ns in either direction at the receiving end when 500 m of the cable is termi-
nated at both ends with tcrminators meeting the impedance requirements of 8.5.2.1 and is driven at one
end with pseudorandom Manchester encoded binary data from data generator that exhibits no more than.

1.0 115 of edge jitter in either direction on hslfbit cells of exactly L"2 ET and whose output meets the speci-
fications of3.3.1.3 except that the rise time ofthe signal must be 3!] ns + D, — 2 ns, and no ofiset component
in the output current is required. This test shall be conducted in a noisefree environment. The above spec-
ified component is not to introduce more than '7 ns ofedge jitter into the system.

8.4.1.5 Transfer Impedance. The coaxial cable medium shall provide suflicient shielding capability
to minimize its susceptibility to external noise and also to mirfimize the generation of interfaeanoa by the
medium and related signals. While the cable construction is not mandated, it is necessary to indicate a
measure of performance expected from the cable component. A cable's Eli-[C performance is determined, to
a large extent, by the transfer impedance value ofthe cable. See reference {A121,
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The transfer impedance of the cable shall not exceed the values shown. in Fig 8-7 as a ‘Function of fre-
quencjr.

FFIEDU Escv {Hz}

Fig a.7
Maximum Coaxial Cable Transfer Impedance

5.4.1.6 Cable DC Loop Resistance. The sum of the center conductor resistance plus the shield resis-
tance, measured at 213 “C, shall not exceed Ill mflfni.

3.4.2 Coaxial Cable Properties

3.4.2.1 Mechanical Requirements. The cable used should be suitable for routing in various environ-
ments, including but not limited to, dropped ceilings, raised floors, cable troughs, and th1'ougl'Luut open
finer space. The jacket shall provide insulalxion between the cable sheath and any building structure]
metal. Also, the cable shall be capable of accepting coaxial cable connectors, described in 8.5. The cable
shall conform to the following requirements.

3.4.2.1.] General Construction

(1) The coaxial cable shall consist ofa center conductor, dielectric, shield system, and overall insulating
jacket.

(2) The concentricityr [for example, positional relationship between center conductor to shield system
and outer jacket) of the coaxial cable elements shall be greater than 92% as measured in accordance
with the following general configuration:

(jacket radius) — (center offset)
. . 100 _ 92%
Jacket radius X :5

It. is assumed that the offset and radius values are worst case at any point within t.'_l1a measured
system.

(3) The coaxial cable jacket, shield system, and dielectric material shall be pierceable either by means
of the connector type specified in 8.5.3.2 or by an external core tool. Overall cable system p1'.orues.bil-
if)’ (the abflil‘-_V of a tap ]:rrol:Ic to pierce the jacket, shields, and dielectric cable system without
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substantial dielectric deforrnation and without causing a short circuit between ocntcr conductor and
shield sysugm) is a vital parameter sifecting tap connection reliability.

Pierccability ofthe cable system can be measured in terms of the pI'olJc’s load versus displacement
signature. Apierceable cable exists where the displacement is 33 1-52 D1111 (0.06 in} between rupture
(piercing) of the shield system and contact with the center conductor.

(4) The coaxial cable shall be sufficiently flexible to support a bend radius of 254 mm [ID in}.

3.4.2.12 Center Conductor. The center conductor shall be 2.1? mm i 0.01.3 mm (U.I'_'!355 i
0.0005 in} diameter solid copper:

3.43.1.3 Dielectric Material. The diclcctric may he of any type provided the conditions ofd-.4.l.‘2,
3.4.1.3, and E-.4.2.l.l(3l are met.

3.42.1.4 Shielding System

The shielding system may contain both braid and Foil elements sufficient to meet the transfer
impedance ocE'3.4.1.5 and the EMC specifications cf'3.7.2.
"[‘he inside diameter of the innermost shield shall be 5.15 mm (0.242 in} minimum.

The outside diameter ofthe outermost shield shall be 8.28 mm i [1.1'l'E mm (0.326 t 0.007 in}.

The outermost shield shall be greater than 90% coverage. The use of tinned copper braid is advised
to meet the contact resistance requirements.

3.42.1.5 Overall Jacket

Any one of several jacket materials shall be used provided the specifications of 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are
met.

Either of two jacket dimensions may he used for the two broad classes of materials, provided the
specification of 3.-1.2.1.1 are met:
in) Polyvinyl Chloride (for example, PVC} or equivalent having an OD of'1IEI.2B".’ mm i 0.173 mm

(H.405 nominal i 0.00’? in}.

{bl Fluorcpolyrner (for example, FEP, E-CTFEJ or equivalent having an GB of 9.525 mm i
H.254 mm (0.375 nominal i fl.D10ir1].

The cable shall meet applicable flammability and smoke criteria and local and national codes for the
installed environment. See 8.7.4. Different types of cable sections (for exmple, polyvinyl chloride and fluo-
mpoljrmcr dielectlicll may be interconnected, while meeting the sectioning requirements of 3.6. See
references [A6] and [A14].

3.4.2.2 Jacket Marking. The cable jacket shall be marked with annular rings in a color contrasting
with the background color of the jacket. The rings shall be spaced at 2.5 In i 5 cm regularly along the entire
length ofthe cable. It is permissible For the 2.5 m spacing to be interrupted at discontinuities between cable

sections joined by connectors. (See 3.6.2.2 for MAU placement rules that mandate cable markings.) It is
recommended that the base color ofthe cable jacket itself be a bright color (for example, yellow) other than
that normally used for power mains.

34.3 Total Segment DC Loop Resistance. The sum of the center conductor, connectors, and shield
resistance shall not exceed 5 $1 total per segment.

Each in—liJ1e connector pair or Mall shall be no more than lfl mi}. Use of these components reduces the
overall allowable segment length accrwdingly. Values given above are at 20 “[3. For temperature variations,
cable length shall be adjusted accordingly such that the 5 11 total is not exceeded.

[fa trunk coaxial cable segment consists ofseveral cable sections. then all connectors and im-.e1-ma_l resis-

tance of the shield and center conductor shall be included in the loop rcsistancc measurement,

3-5 Coaxial Tl"l.I1'Ik Cable Connectors. The trunk coaxial medium requires termination and may be
Extended or partitioned into sections. Devices to be attached to the medium as M.AUs require .-3. means of
connection to the medium. 'I‘v.ro basic connector types provide the necessary Dunncction means;
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[1] Standard Type N connectors (IEC Publication 169-16 [-ill
{El A coaxial “tap” connector

All Type N connectors shall be of the 50 SJ. constant impedance type. Since the frequencies present in the
transmitted data are well below UHF range (being band-limited to approximately 20 MHz}, high-quality
versions ofthc connectors are not required {but are recommended).

All of the coaxial tap connectors shall follow the requirements as defined in 3.5.3.

3.5.1 Inline Coaxial Extension Connector. All coaxial cables shall be terminated with the Type N
plug connectors. A means shall be provided to ensure that the connector shell (which connects to the cable
sheath] docs not make contact with any building metal or other unintcndod conductor. An insulating sleeve
or boot slipped over the coimcctur at installation time is suitable,

Inline coaxial extensions between two sections of coaxial cable shall be made with a pair ofType N recep-
tacle connectors joined together to form one “barrel.” An insulating sleeve or boot shall also be provided
with each barrcl assembly.

B.5.2 Coaxial Cable Terminator

3.5.2.1 Termination. Coaxial cable terminators are used to provide a termination impedance for the
cable equal in value to its characteristic impedance, thereby minimizing re-flection from the ends of the
cables. Terrninators shall be packaged within an inline female receptacle connector. The termination
impedance shall be SCI ii. i 1% measured from ll — 20 MHz, with the magnitude of the phase angle of the
impedance not to exceed 5”. The terminator power rating shall be 1 W or greater.

8.5.2.2 Earthing. Either the coaxial cable terminator or inline extension connector provides a conve-
nient location For meeting the earth grounding rcquirement of 3.6.2.3. It is recommended that a ground lug
with current rating of at least 1500 ampacity be provided on one of the two terminators or on one extension
connector used within a cable segment.

NOTES: (1)11 single grounri return lug on an inline ennnectnr located in the center of this cable trsnsiitission system may he used to
satisfy this requirement.

flllfilternativcly, termjnolors n-Light. be supplied in pairs, nne with and one without the ground log connection point.

5.5.3 MAU-to-Coaxial Cable Connection. Ameans shall be provided to allow for attaching a MAU to
the coaxial cable. The connection shall not disturb the transmission line characteristics of the cable signifi-
cantly; it shall present a predictably low shunt capacitance, and therefore a negligibly short stub length
This is facilitated by the MAU being located as close to its cable connection as possible; the MAU and con-
nector are normally considered to be one assembly. Long (greater than 30 mm] connections between the
coaxial cable and the input of the MAU jeopardise this objective.

Overall system performance is dependent largely on the MAU-to—coaxjal cable connection being of low
shunt capacitance.

If the design of the connection is such that the coaxial cable is to bc scvorod to install the MAU, the coax-
ial cable segment shall still meet the sectioning requirements of 8.6.2.1. Coaxial connectors used on a sev-
ered cable shall be type N, as specified in 8.5.1.

The type N connectors selected should he ofhjgh quality (that is, low contact resistance) to minimize the
impact on system performance.

lfthe design of the connection is such that the piercing top connector is to be used without severing the
cable, then the tap connector and cable assembly shall conform to the mechanical and electrical require-
ments as defined throughout 8.5.3.1 and 3.5.3.2.

3.5.3.1 Electrical Requirements. Requirements for the coaxial tap connector are as follows:

ill Capacitance: 2 pF nominal connector loading measured at ll] Iifliz.

NOTE.‘ T01-B] capacitance often and active I3.i.I'I'.'.'I.I.i.I::l'y connected dinectljpr shall be no greater than 4 pF_ Specific implements-
$1095 mil!’ flllliri‘-'1lB capacitance between top and circuitry as deemed appropriate.

Contact resistance {applies to center conductor and shield contacts); 50 mn. maxjmum for both
Shicllil and center conductor ovor usoful connector lifetime.

12'!-II
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(3: Contact material; surface aterinl on signal probe or shield suficient to meet contact resistance

rt-i;Lr.irementr in eaviroet. and UVIEI.’ time.
{-1} Voltage rai:ing-.{i0B‘i-Hicoraa; rms maximum.

i-'5} Insulation: dc leakage resistance oil’ top housing shall be higller tboli 1 G11 between braid and exter-
nal conductors in the normal operating environment.

{I3} Probe current rafing: 0.1 A per contain. (probe and Shield}
W} field current rating: 1 A surge for 1 it

B..li.‘1.'4'a Mechanical Requiremeiita

5.5.9.2.! Connector Housing. Shielding ctIaracter1'e.tics.: 2- 40 dB at fill l'rl}l2.

55.3.2.2 Contact Reliability. Overall perfnmnance of the LAN system: depends to a large extent on
the reliability; of the coaxial cable medium and the connection to that medium. Tap connection systems
should comiiner the relevant ele-::|:ric.al and oiechanical parameters at the point. of electrical connection

between lap probe and cable center conductor to ensure that a reliable electrical contact is made and
rotmnogt throughout lime useful life of these components. it ie recaiameeded that seem means be previiiad
to ensure relatively constant contort loading over time, with creep, in temperature, and r.yp:cal environ-
ment. 'l‘ypin:nl coaxial tap connector cor-.J'13'urntiu-na are alioum lJ1 Figs I33 and B-9. Sea mferenoee LIL1],
M15]. mad lA16l.

TAP 5(‘.RE'fl

NUPE: "I'ul.o.H.IIl only and not part ufapecificaizimi

Fig 3-3
Coaxial Tap Connect-or Configuration Concepts

3.6-3.3.3 Shield Probe Characteristics. The shield probe shall perietmtc the cable jacket and
outer law,-his} of the ahield system to make t.'.IT('.i‘.'l‘.i'J-E capture of the outer braid (pick 2 or more typical
Htriindfll.

8.5 System Considerations

B-.3‘-.1 Tranmniasinn System Model. Uermiu physical limits limre been placed on the physical tra.nsi:oia—
eion ayntem. These revolve armmd maximum cob]: lengtha {or maximum pmpngallon times}, as these
oficcrt orifiml time values for the USMAICD uocoaa metlmd. These maxima. in terms oi propagation times,
were derived from the physical configuration mode-l described here. The marzirnum oonflguratzion is as. fol-
Ilrwer

ll} A trunk coaxial cable. terminated in Ha d1.uroot.eriati-2 impedance at each end. conatitutea n coaxial
El-."fi'Il].E’J.'ll'.. A coaxial segment may mntain at maximum of 5-30 m of coaxial cable and a maximum of
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Fig 3-9
Typical Coaxial Tap Connection Circuit

100 MAUs. 'I‘he propagation velocity of the coaxial cable is assumed to be D.‘T'i' c min:imu.m {e =
300 DUO lcmfsi. The maximum end-to-end propagation delay for a coaxial segment is 2155 ns.
Apoint-to-point link constitutes a link segment. A link segment may contain a maximum end-to-end
propagalion delay of 25'i'D ns.
Repeater sets are required for segment interconnection. Repeater sets occupy MAU positions on
coaxial segments and count toward the maximum number of MAUS on a coaxial segment. Repeater
sets may be located in any MAU position on a coaxial segment but shall only be located at the ends
of a link segment,
The maximum length, between driver and receivers, of anAUI cable is 50 m. The propagation veloc-
ity of the AUI cable is assumed to be 0.65 c minimum. The maximum allowable end-to-end delay for
the AUI cable is 25'? us.

The maximum transmission path permitted between any two stations is five segments, four
repeater sets (including optional Alilsl, two MAUs, and two AUIS. Of the five segments a maximum
of three may he coaxial segments; the remainder are link segrnents.

NOTE: Ifonly two linksegments are used in the entire network and they are Edjabfiflt. T-he rapeater setjoining them is not
roquived [see Fig 3-14}. End—1au-end jitter. propagation delay. and attenuation requirements shall still be met.

The maximum transmission path consists of 5 segments, 4 repeater sets (with AUIQ), 2 It-[AUs_ and
EAUIS (See Fig 3-10}. The total number of segments equals the number of link segments plus the number
of coaxial segments. Ifthere are two link segments on the transmission path, there may be a maximum of
three coaxial segments on that path. If there are no link segments on a transmission path, there may be a
maximum of three coaxial segments on that path given current repeater teelmelogy.

Figures 8-11, 8-12, 8-13, and 3-14 show transmission systems ofvarious sizes to illustrate the boundary
conditions on topologies generated according to the specifications in this section.

8.6.2 Transmission System Requirements

8.6.2.1 Cable Sectioning. The 500 m (1640 ft) maximum length coaxial cable segment need not be
made from a single, homogeneous length of cable. The boundary between two cable sections (joined by
coaxial connectors: two male plugs and a barrel}! represents a signal reflection point clue to the impedance
discontinuity caused by the batch-to-batch impedance tolerance of the cable. Since the worst-case variation
from 50 Q is 2 Q, a possible wc-rst~case reflection of 4% may result from the joining of two cable sections.
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Fig 9-13
An Example of a Large System with Maximum Transmission Paths
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1 2 3

cos:
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STATION

Fig 13-14
An Example of a Large Point-to-Point Link System (5140 us}

The configuration of long cable segments (up to 500 m] from smaller sections must be made with care. The
Following recomnienoigztions apply, and are given in order ofpreference:

(1) If possible, the total segment should be made from one homogeneous (no breaks) cable. This is feasi-
ble for short seglnents, and results in minimal reflections from cable impedance discontinuities.

(23 If cable segments are built up from smaller sections, it is recommended that all sections come from
the same manufacturer and lot. This is equivalent to using 3 single cable, since the cable discontinu-
ities are due to extrnder limitations, and not extrnden-to-eirtrnder tolerances, There are no restric-

tions in cable sectioning if this method is used. However, if a cable section in such a system is later
replaced, it shall be replaced either with another cable from the same manufacturer and lot, or with
one of the standard lengths described below,

If imeontrolled cable sections must be used in building up a longer segment, the lengths should be
chosen so that reflections, when they occur, do not have a high probability of adding in phase. This
can be accomplished by using lengths that are odd integral multiples of a half wavelength in the
cable at 5 MHZ; this corresponds to using lengths of 23.4 m, 70.2 m, and 11? m it 0.5 In} for all sec-
tions. These are considered to be the standard lengths for all cable sections. Using these lengths
exclusively, any mix or match of cable sections may be used to build up a 560 m segment without
inclining excessive refleet-ions,

NOTE: If cable segments are to be added to existing installations. then maze shall be taken (explicit physical or 'l‘DR mea-
surements] to ensure that no more than a 5-00 in cable segment results.
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(4) As a last resort, an arbitrary configuration of cable sections may be employed, if it has been con-
firmed by analysis or measurement that the worst-case signal reflection due to the impedance dis-
oontin1.n'ties at any point on the cable does not exceed 7% of the incident. wave when driven by a
MAU meeting these specifications.

3.6.2.2 ll-IAU Placement. MAU components and their associated cormections to the cable cause signal
rcflections due to their noninfinite bridging impedance. While this impedance shall be implemented as
specified in Section 7, placement of l'I'[AU$ along the coaxial cable must also be controlled to ensure that
reflections from the Il.'l_AU do not add in phase to a significant degree.

Coaxial cables marked as specified in 8.4.2.2 have marks at regular 2.5 m spacing; a MAU shall only be
placed at a mark on the cable. This guarantees both a minimum spacing between MAUs of 2.5 in, and con-
trol.li.ng the relative spacing of M.AUs to ensure nonalignmcnt on fractional Wavelength boundaries.

The total number of MAUs on a cable segment shall not exceed 100.

8.6.2.3 'Iln.Inli Cable System Grounding. The shield conductor of each coaxial cable segment shalt
make electrical contact with on cficctioc earth reference (see Annex] at one point and shall not rocks electri-
coi contact with earth elsewhere on such objects as building structural metal, ducting, plumbing fixture, or
other unintended conductor. Insulators may be used to cover any coaxial connectors used to join cable sec-
tions and terminators, to ensure that this requirement is met. A sleeve or boot attached at installation time
is acceptable.

This specification is intended for use within iintraplant] buildings. Applications requiring i nteq-plant con-
nections by way of external {outdoors} means may require special consideration beyond the scope of the
standard.

The sheath conductor ofthe AUI cable shall be connected to the earth reference or chassis. of the DTE_

3.6.3 Labeling. It is recommended that each MAU (and supporting documentation] be labeled in a man-
ner visible to the user with at least these parameters:

(1) Data rate capability in Mb-"s
(2) Power level in terms of maximoun current drain

(3) Safely warning {for example, shock hazard}

8.7 Environmental Specifications

3.7.1 General Safety Requirements. All stations meeting this standard shall conform to one of the fol-
lowing IEC Publications: 330 L5], 435 L6], or 950 [8].

NOTE: For ISOHEC 3-El]2«'l:199.'l, conlbrmancc shall be Lo [EC 951] 13!.

3.7.2 Network Safety Requirements. This section sets forth a number of recommendations and guide-
lines related to safety concerns, the list is neither complete nor does it address all possible safety issues.
The designer is urged to consult the relevant local, national, and international safety regulations to ensure
compliance with the appropriate standards. References [A5] and 1A9] provide additional guidance.

Local area network trunk cable systems as described in this standard are subject to at least four direct
electrical safety hazards during their use. "These hasards are

{1} Direct contact between local network components and power or lighting circuits.

(2) Static charge buildup on local network cablm and components.
(3) I-[igh-energy transients coupled onto the local network cabling system.
(4) Potential diiferences between safety grounds to which various network components are connected.

These Electrical safety hazards, to which all similar cabling systems are subject, should be alleviated
properly for a local network to perform properly. In addition to provisions for properly handling these faults
in an operational system, special measures must be talten to ensure that the intended safety features are
not negated during installation of a new network or during modification of an existing network.

Proper implementation of the following provisions will greatly decrease the likelihood of shock hazards
to persons installing and operating the local area network.
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3.7.2.1 Installations. Sound installation practice, as defined by applicable local codes and regulations,
shall be followed in every instance in which such practice is applicable.

3.7.2.2 Grounding. The shield of the trunk coaxial cable shall be cfiiectively grounded. at only one
point along the length of the cable. Effectively grounded means permanently connected to earth through a
ground connection of sultlciently low impedance and having sufficient ampacity to prevent the building up
ofvoltagea that may result in undue hazard to connected equipment or to persons.

B.'i'.2.-B Safety. All portions of the trunl: cabling system that are at the same potential as the trunk
cable shall be insulated by adequate means to prevent their contact by either persons or by unintended
conductors or grounds. The insulation employed shall provide the same or greater dielectric resistance to
current flow as the insulation required between the outermost shield of the trunk cable and the above-men-
tioned unintended conductors. The use of insulating boots is permitted, provided that such boots (or

sleeves}! are mechanically and elcl-rically equivalent to the trlmlt cable outer insulation characteristics
and are not removed easily (that is, they shall prevent inadvertent removal by a system operator].

The MALT shall be so designed that the provisions of 83.2.3 and 8.'i'.2.4 are not defeated ifthe connector
affnnng the ALT] cable to the MAU is removed.

Portions of the trunk cabling system that may become live during the dissipation ofa high-energy tran-
sient by the cabling system shall also be insulated as described in 5.7.2.3.

8.7.2.4 Breakdown Path. lvtalls meeting this standard should provide a controlled breakdown path
that will shunt high-energy transients to an efiective ground either through a separate safety ground con-
nection or through the overall shield of the branch cable. The breakdown voltage of this controlled break-
down path must meet the isolation requirements for the MAU specified in 3.3.2.1.

8.7.2.5 Isolation Boundary. The isolation boundary between the branch cable and trunk cable speci-
fied i.n 8.3.2.1 shall be maintained to properly meet the safety requirements oftbis standard.

WARNING: It is assumed that the DTE equipment is properly earthed and not left floating or serviced
by “doubly insulated ac power distribution system.” The use offioating or insulated DTEs is beyond the
scope ofthis standard.

8.7.2.6 Installation and Maintenance Guidelines

(1) When exposing the shield ofthe trunk coaxial cable tbr any reason, care shall be exercised to ensure
that the shield does not make electrical contact with any unintended conductors or grounds. Person-
nel performing the operalion should not do so ifdissipation of a high energy transient by the cabling
system is likely during the time the shield is to be exposed. Personnel should not contact both the
shield and any grounded conductor at any time.

Before breaking the trunk coaxial cable for any reason, a strap with ampacity equal to that of the
shield of the coaxial cable shall be aflixed to the cable shield in such a manner as to join the two
pieces and to maintain continuity when the shield of the trunlr cable is severed. This strap shall not
be removed until after normal shield continuity has been restored. _
A1: no time should the shield of any portion of the coaxial trunk cable to which an MAU or MAUs are
attached be permitted to float without an effective ground connection. if a section of floating cable is
to be added to an existing cable system, the installer shall take care not to complete the circuit
between the shield of the floating cable section and the grounded cable section through body contact.

(4) The installation instructions for network components shall contain language which farniliarizes the
installer with the cautions mentioned in the above paragraphs.

(5) Network components shall contain prominent warning labels that refer installers and service per-
sonnel to the safety notes in the installation instructions.

B-.‘l'.3 Electromagnetic Environment

B-13.1 Susceptibility Levels. Sources of interference from the environment include electromagnetic
fields, electrostatic discharge, transient voltages between earth connections, and similar interference. Mul-
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tiple sources of interference may contribute in voltage buildup between the coaxial cable and the e.-:.rt.h con-
nection of a D-TE.

The physical channel hardware shall meet its specifications when uperating in either of the following
cunliiliflns:

[1] Ambient plane wave field of 2 ‘Wm from 10 kHz through 30 MHZ, 5 ‘Wm from Ell} Ml-[z through
1 GIIE.

NOTE: Levels typicallyl km fnom broadcast st.-Itinna.

(2-l Interference voltage of 1 Was peak slupc, between coaxial Callie Shield and UTE earth connection;
for example, 15.8 V pea]: for a 1-D MHZ sine wave with a 50 Q source resistance.

MAUs meeting this standard should prmride adequate rig-round return tn satisfy the referenced EMC
specificat-inns.

8.7.3.2 Emian Levels. The physical 1'1-[AU and trunk cable system shall eemply with applicable
local and national codes such as FCC Docket 2(}'i'BD-198C! [A1]] in the USA. Equipment shall cam ply with
local and national requirements for limitation of electromagnetic interference. Where no local or national
requirements exist, equipment shall en-mply with CISPR Publication 22 [1].

5.7.4 Tem'_pverature and Humidity. The MAU and associated connector.-‘cable systems are expected tn
eperate ever a reasenable range ef environmental eenditinna related to temperature, humidity, and physi-
cal handling such as she-ck and vibration. Specific requirements and values for these parameters are con-
sidered. to be beyond the scope of this standard. Manufacturers are requested to indicate in the literature
associated with the MAL‘ {and on the Mall if possible} the operating environment specifications to facili-
tate selection. installation, and maintenance :rFtl1ese components. See reference [£5.10] for specification ter-
minelogy.

3.7.5 Regulatory Requirements. The design of MAU and medium components sheuid take into cen-
sideration applicable local or national requirements. See references {A5}. M.-5], IATI, [A8], [A9], and [A11]
and Appendix A fer helpful resource material.”

mfitppendix A 3:-rcwides useful system guidelinee on delays and bit budget;
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9. Repeater Unit for ID MN3 Basel:-and Networks

9.! Overview. 'I'hJ's secljnn specifies e repeni-ur Inr IIHI: '-'-'ifh t§"]1E IUBASEE, IIJEASEZ. nnd ITJBA-BE-T net-
works and lib-ar uptic inter-rep-e,a.tur linlm II:"DlItI.:s‘J A I"l.*|}E'El‘IJE"I' for any other ISO 3503-3 l1etWD]'I': type is

beyond the :5-:.-ope afthie secficn.

A rt-.'-pc!:II:L:r net connects segments of :1u|.wnI-IL l'|'ll.‘£IIl|I'|'I tngether, thus a.IIrm'ing larger I-u|:IuIIJg'ius-5 and El
large-r I'U'I.*\.'I.I Iran-.3 than are allowed by rules: gm-ernhtg itldifidual Segmentfi mm. is. In?‘ IIJIEIASEE, 5013 I11
and [flu stnlicans; I'r:r IDE-ASE2, 135 m nnd I-TIJ slznliuns; for IUBASEJI‘, nominal ICIEI m link :1'eg1:|1enB}.

Repeater sets are used tn extend the netwvurlr lellgth and tupnlngy ID-C}.'lJI'LCI what r.'.I:IullI be nclueved by a
single cuaxistl segment, as defined in 8.6 or lI'.‘.'T Hefimantfl may be connected directly hjr rt repeater act '.'Fig
EL [1 ur by 7;.-flril fif repeater units wl1.iI:h are, in turn, connected by ifiterwrepeater linkgi {IE?.L:-‘LI. AlInwaI;:I£:
mpalngieaa HI'Il'I.II unnuuu -m}_-; qne eperanw .si,-_u1.Ll patil between e._I15' two points on the network A .":'t3.KI.-
mum of fan: repeater :+etz=_I may be '.i'!. the .sij{tu1l pslth between H.113; ‘IWII etehenfi urn tl'.«:~ netwurk (this

Hon: sum-II:rJ__I_

nmm _ __ _;.s.u:{os>1-IoruLt :

__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pflfirl
_-___ ____....—.l

3«'.JrE'..1'Fl'l’.I|.'Il'-I I

.’.'TJ.A.:l 5i13M£."I'T

I
I
I
I‘
I
I
I
I
I.
I.
I

M013: 1113 AIJI Is not muasumy aauaruod wrwn mu» MAUis_upaiunaHy.pa:1 III I119 nhvitnl |'|1I3|3'l"|'

Fig 9-1
Repeater Bet, (Inn:-tu-Coax Configuration

If the rr:[.1-miter set uses MAUS cc-nneetecl vin AI_JL= tn a repeater unit, the external I'I-‘lA.U:+ shall be basic
1.‘:-‘L-"I.LTzI with the exception of the sigrm.I_qr:aI£ry_errt:r test t‘I;I.nct.ion. A l]2I.EJ1l.1fB{!tul'lLI' rnny, cnptinnally, inte-
grate «me I'Ir all I!'p‘.I'.AU'5 into a single package with the repeater Lmil: Ij.I1ter11sIl III'IAU:'1} In all cases. the MAU
portion -.:l’ the repeater set gust be counted tuwnrd the maximum numlaer of M:'LUa- on e:u:I15eg'u1ent. as
mg-ifiuti ‘III 6.6- 9.21:! 1G.‘.'. .4. rc-pl;-.ah:r set is not n !n'...=iI'iu:1 and deer. rm: CII'H.1I'Itt1.lI'I'£E:II. the aw.-rnll limit :15’ M24-
.-'1t.1tiu:'I:g an 3 uacwor}-:

A repeater set can rE1:e.I‘.‘$: and decude ci.'it.1 from any segmeni un:'.er wars}.-uaee nuise. tfitnmg. and azgnal
mnplztude mnflitinns. It l'£‘1Tfl.'L’15IEiI‘_' the data ‘In all n'l.I1er segments attached to it. wit]: tiriiing and smp'1.i-
tutie restored The retirensmieaiun of data ace-urs +:i.1nu]t.ant~uu3]1.- with muaptiun, 11' n mniliflinn ucI.1.ITE_ the
repeater .-‘IE1. prupagatee. the onllieiun e‘-‘en! 1I1mugImu1. the network f:|'a.I1erniL‘ting .-1 .lun.t signrfil.

9.2 Definitions

date. I‘I'u1IID- Culmiets of the Destinatinn Ni-zlruesri, Suuree Address, Length F‘inld. l.|_.f.‘- I}tLI.'a, Pad, and
Frame Ctluck Sequence.
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FilJer Optic Medium Attachment Unit {FOMAUL The portion of the physical layer between the
FCIMDI and AUI (or repeater unit physical layer signaling [P15] when the AUI is not implemented) which
contains the electronics that transmit, receive, and manage the encoded signals impressed on, and recov-
ered from, the optical fiber cable link segment.

Fiber Optic Medium-Dependent Interface IFOIIIIIIDIII. The mechanical and optical interilace between
the optical fiber cable link segment and the FDMAU.

Fiber Optic Physical Medium Attachment (FOPMJU. The portion of the FOMAU that contains the
Functional circuitry.

FOIRL BER. Mean bit error rate of the FCIIRL.

FDIRL Collision. Simultaneous transmission and reception of data in a FUMAU.

FOIRL Compatibility Interfaces. The FOMDI and the AU] (optional); the two points at which hardware
compatibility is defined to allow connection of independently designed and manufactured oornp-onents to
the baseband optical fiber cable link segment.

FDMAJ.l's Transmit Optical Fiher. The optical fiber into which the local F01‘:-[AU transmits signals.

FDMAU"s Receive Optical Fiber. The optical fiber from which the local FOMAU receives signals.

IRL (Inter-Repeater Link}. Arnechunisrn for itrtcrconnecting two and only two repeater units.

link segment. The poi.nt-to-point full duplex medium connection between two and only two Medium-
Dcpendent Interfaces iMDIsl.

optical fiber. A filament-shaped optical waveguide made of dielectric materials.

Optical Fiber Gable Interface. See FCIMII].

Optical Fiber Cable Lin]: S-eglnent. A length of optical fiber cable that contains two optical fibers, as
specified in 9.9.5.1, and is comprised ofonc or more optical fiber cable sections and their means oi' intercon-
nection, with each optical fiber terminated at each and in the optical connector plug specified in 9.9.5.2.

Optical Idle Signal. The signal transmitted bythe FOMALT into its transmit optical fiber during the idle
state of the DO circuit.

Packet. Consists of a data frame as defined previously, preceded by the Preamble and the Start Frame
Delimitcr.

port. A segment or IRL interface of a repeater lmit.

repeater unit. The portion of a repeater set that is inboard -ofits Pll-L‘-'!o'P[S interfaces.

repeater set.A repeater unit plus its associated Ii-[Alla and, if preeent.AU Interfaces {Ame}.

9.3 References. See 1.3.

9.4 Compatibility Interface. The repeater shall attach to its network scgrnenta by any of the means
specified below.
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9.4.1 AUI Compatibility. The repeater unit shall be compatible at its AUI connector (if so equipped) as
specified in Section 7 with the exception of the signo.l_quality_error message Test, 7.2.12.3, which shall not
be implemented.

The M.AUs associated with the repeater shall be as specified in Section 8 for type IOBASE5 or Section 10
for type IOBASE2 with the following restrictions:

(1) The MAU shall implement receive mode collision detect as defined in 8.3.1.5 or 10.4.1.5.
(2) The MAU shall not implement the signalrqualityfierror message Test function as defined in 8.2.1.1

and 10.3.1.1.

(3) The MAU shall not activate its Jabber function when operated under the worst-case Jabber Lockup
Protection condition as specified in 9.6.5.

MAUs associated with the repeater unit shall be as specified in Section 14 for type 10BASE—T with the
restriction that the MAU shall not perform the signal_qua1ity_error message Test function as defined in
14.2.1.5.

9.4.2 Direct Coaxial Cable Compatibility. The repeater set, which includes MAUS integrated with
the repeater package {internal MAUS), may have any of the interfaces specified in the following subsec-
tions.

9.4.2.1 Direct Cable Attachment Compatibility. The repeater shall be compatible at its coaxial tap
connector (if so equipped) as specified in 8.5.3 of the IUBASE5 standard. The MAUs associated with the
repeater that are connected in this manner shall be subject to the restrictions of MAUS as specified in 9.4.1.

9.4.2.2 “N” Connector Compatibility. The repeater shall be compatible at its Type N connector (if so
equipped) as specified in 8.5. The MAUS associated with the repeater that are connected in this manner
shall be subject to the restrictions of MAUS as specified in 9.4.1.

9.4.2.3 BNC Compatibility. The repeater shall be compatible at its BNC connector (if so equipped) as
specified in 10.6. The M.AUs associated with the repeater that are connected in this manner shall be sub-
ject to the restrictions of MAUS as specified in 9.4.1.

9.4.3 Link Se-g‘men'l‘. Compatibility. The compatibility interfaces for link segments including IRL seg-
ments are either vendor-dependent, as specified in 9.4.3.1, or are vendor-independent MDI, as defined in
the remainder of this section.

9.4.3.1 Vendor-Dependent IRL. The budget allowances for the topology supported by the IRL shall
ensure that the total network round-trip delay requirement is met and the maximum collision frame size of
511 bits is not exceeded. (See 8.6.1 and 10.71.)

9.4.3.2 Vendor-Independent FOIRL. A vendor-independent FOIRL provides a standard means of
connecting two repeater units. It comprises a fiber optic medium link segment, a FOMAU at each end of
the link segment. and if present, AU Interfaces. A vendor-independent FOIRL is suitable for interconnect-
ing coaxial segments, especially segments located in different buildings. -

The vendor-independent FOMAU should be compatible at its FOMDI, as specified in 9.9. If a FOMAU
contains an AU Interface, it shall be electrically and mechanically compatible at its AUI connector as spec-
ified in Section 7, with the exception of the signal_quoZity_error message Test, 7.2.12.3, which shall not be
implemented.

9.4.3.3 Twisted-Pair Jack Compatibility. The repeater set shall be compatible at its 8-pin modular
jack (if so equipped), as specified in 14.5. The MAUs associated with the repeater set that are connected in
this manner shall be subject to the restrictions of M.AUs, as specified in 9.4.1.

9.5 Basic Functions

9.5.1 Repeater Set Network Properties. The repeater set shall be transparent to all network acquisi-
tion activity and to all DTES. The repeater set shall not alter the basic fairness criterion for all DTEs to
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access the network or weigh it toward any DTE or group of D'l‘Es regardless of network location. A repeater
set shall not attempt to be a packet store and forward device.

Repeaters are not addressable. An addressable station on the network that controls a repeater is outside
the scope of this standard.

9.5.2 Signal Amplification. The repeater set (including its associated or integral Mfiills) shall ensure
that the amplitude characteristics of the signals at the MDI outputs of the repeater set are within the to]-
erance of the specification for the appropriate lt1AIl type. Therefore, any loss of signt1l—to-noise ratio due to
cable less and noise pickup is regained at the output of the repeater set as long as the incoming data is
within the system specification.

9.5.3 Signal Symmetry. The repeater set shall ensure that the symmetry characteristics of the signals
at the MDI outputs of a repeater set are within the tolerance of the specification for the app:-op1-i_ate MAU
type. Therefore, any loss of symmetry due to 1':-[AUs and media distortion is regained at the output of the
repeater set.

9.5.4 Signal The repeater unit shall ensure that the encoded data output from the repeater
unit is within thejittcr tolerance ofa transmitting DTE as specified in T3. Therefore jitter cannot aecun1u-
late over multiple segments.

9.5.5 Data Handling. The repeater unit, when presented a packet at any of its ports, shall pass the data
frame of said packet intact and without modification, subtraction, or addition to all other ports connected
with the repeater unit. The only exceptions to this rule are when contention exists among any of the ports
or when the receive port is partitioned as defined in 9.6.6. Between unpartitioned ports, the rules for colli-
sion handling (13.5.6) take precedence.

9.5.5.1 Start of Packet Propagation Delays. The start of packet propagation del-.13r for a repeater
set is the time delay between the first edge transition of the packet on its repeated from (input) port to the
first edge transition of the psdcct on its repeated to ioutputl port (or panel.

For a repeater unit with AUI connectors at input and output ports, this time shall he lees than or equal
to 3 hit times.

For a repeater set with internal FOMAUs, IDBASEZ, or ICIBASEE M.e'-ills on both input and output ports,
all additional fi.5 hit times delay for an input port MAU and 3.5 hit times delay for an output port MAU
shall he allowed. This added delay does not include any do rise time for the coaxial cable.

For a repeater set with internal IDBASE-T Malls on input and output ports, on additional 3 BT delay
for an input port lI.'IA.U and 5 BT delay liar an output port MAU shall he allowed,

9.5.3 Collision Handling

9.5.8.1 Collision Presence. The repeater sot shall implement the Collision Presence Function using
receive-mode collision detection as specified For the media with which it is eonnected.

9.5.6.2 Jam Generation. if a collision is detected on any of the ports to which the repeater get is
transmitting, the repeater set shall transmit a Jam to all sci” the ports to which it is connected, The Jam

shall he transrrnitted in accordance with the Repeater Unit State Diagram in Fig 9-2 and shall be as speci-
fied in 42.3.2.4 with the iiirther constraint that the first 62 hits transmitted to any port shall be a pattern
ofalternate Pa and Us starting with the ‘First bit transmitted as a 1.

9-5-I3-3 Golliml-Jam Propagation Delays. The start of collision propagation delay for a repeater
set is the time delay between the ‘first edge transition of the signol_q o.;;i£.‘.y_er-r-or signal on my gf‘ its p|_)'|'t5
to the first edge transition of the Jam on its (output) port [or ports).

For a repeater unit with AUI connectors at input and output ports, this time shall be less than or equal
to 6.5 hit times.

For a repeater set with internal F-DRMAUs, ILIBASEE, or HJBASEE MAU5 an huth input and output
ports, an additional allowance of 9 bit limes delay for an input port MJKU and 35 bit times delay far 311 gut-
put pert MALT shall be made. This added delay does not include any dc rise time for the coaxial .:ab1e_
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For a repeater set with internal IUBASE-T It-1AUs on input and output ports, an additional 9 ET delay
for an input port MAU and 5 BT delay for an output port MAU shall be allowed.

The cessation of Jam propagation delay for a repeater unit is the time delay between the input signals at
its ports reaching a state such that Jam should end at a port and the last transition of Jam at that port.
The states ofthe input signals that should cause Jam to end are covered in detail in the repeater state dia-
grams.

For a repeater unit with ALTI connectors at input and output ports, this time shall be less than or equal
to 5 bit times when not extending fragments. When extending fragments, this delay may be longer as
required by the fragment extension algoriliirn. See 9.6.4.

For a repeater set with internal FGMAUH, ll) EASE2, and IDBAS-E5 Mi'tUs on its input ports, an addi-
tional sllowance of 0.5 bit time delay for D1 and 20 bit ti.mes For signa.i_ouo.iity_error deassertion shall be

made. For a repeater set with internal F0-MAUs, IDEAS]-32, and IUBASEE Malia on its output ports, an
additional allowance of-El..'i bit time delay shall be made. This added delay does not include any do fall ti me
for the coaxial cable.

For a repeater set with internal 1iJl3.ASE-T Ivi.-'3i.Us on its input ports, an additional 2 ET delay for D] and
9 ET for aign.ol_quoii'ty_error deassertion shall be allowed. For a repeater set with internal MAUS on its
output ports, on additional 2 BT delay shall be allowed.

9.5.6.4 Transit Recovery Time. It is eieciential tht the repeater unit- not monitor a port for input
for a short time after the repeater stops transmittiiig to that port. This recovery time prevents the repeater
from receiving its own transmission as a new receive activity. The niiiiimum recovery time allowable for a
repeater is implementation-dependent, but must be greater than the sum of the delays in the transmit and
receive paths for the port. in all cases the recovery time must be less than 10 bit times from the last transi-
lien on the transmitting AU Interface.

9.5.5.5 Carrier Recovery Time. During a collision, the i:1,nut_i-I:.t-ie signal is unreliable for short pe1'i—
uds ul't.irnB (l:Iil.'-5:’-l lJ|.':|.':-r'.1I.1$t: llf the possibility ofaignai cancellation I]-I1 the collision segment. In order to pre-
vent premature detection of the true end of the -collision, the repeater unit must wait for data to become
sensed from a port for a short time after signo£__qrrie.iity_error has gone inactive from that port. This recov-
ery time prevents the repeater from prematurely ending a Jam on an active network. The minimum carrier
recovery time allowable for a repeater is irr-plementation-dependent, but shall be greater than the
CARRIER UN time after signaLqao.i£fiy_ermr' is deasserted. To all cases, the carrier recovery time shall be
less than 4 bit times from the last transition on the AU Interface.

9.5.7 Electrical Isolation. Network segments that have different isolation and grounding requirements
shall have those requirements provided by the port-to-port isolation ofthe repeater set.

9.6 Detailed Repeater Functions and State Diagrams. A precise algorithmic definition is given in this
Section, providing a complete procedural model For the operation of & repeater, in the Form of state dia-
grams. Note that whenever there is any apparent ambiguity -concerning the definition of repeat;-.r opera-
tion, the state diagrams should be consulted for the definitive statement.

The model presented in this section is intended as a primary specification of the functions to be provided
by any repeater unit. It is important to distinguish, however, between the model and a real implementa-
tion. The model is optimized for simplicity and clarity of presentation, while any realistic implementation
should place heavier emphasis on such constraints as efiiciency and suitability to a particular implementa-
tion technology.

It is the Functional behavior of any repeater unit implementation that shall match the standard, not the

internal Structure. The internal details of the procedural model are useful only to the extent that they help
speciifir the external behavior clearly and precisely. For example, the model uses a separate Transmit Timer
state machine for each port. However, in an actual implementation, the hardware may be shared.

93.1 State Diagrmn Notation. The notation used in the state diagrams (Figs 9-2 through 9-5) follows
the conventions in 1.2.1.
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